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It is hard to have feelings in museums, and it is especially
hard to cry. When we do, we tend to cry differently from
the way we cry at the movies, or when we are alone with

a book-if we cry at all it is with less abandon and, often,
with mixed feelings. In this sense museums are perhaps

a little like schools: both are spaces in which we encounter

culture, usually on someone else's terms.
When an artist successfully overrides the self-con-

sciousness and the inhibitions that settle on us in places

like galleries and classrooms, it comes as a shock: find-
ing ourselves overwhelmed with actual feeling-finding
ours elves cryLng, laughing, aft aid, dis gusted, aroused,
outraged-can leave us feeling a bit naked.

The last time this happened to me was in zoo3. As part

of the Tate Modern s April symposium on Live Art-on the
w-ork of performance artists like Guillermo Gomez-Pefla,
la Ribot, Ron Athey, and Marina Abramovii-the body
artist Franko B. staged a performance called I Miss You!
in the London museum's cavernous Turbine Hall. In this
piece, naked, covered in white body paint, Franko B. walks

a length of canvas. He is lit up on either side from the floor

by fluorescent tubes, and bleeds from catheters in his arms
that hold his veins open as he slowly and ceremoniously
rvalks the length of the canvas toward a bank of photogra-
phers at its base. Blood pools at his f,eet at each end ofthe
-catwalk," where he stands before turning around and be-
ginning his march again. The performance is structured to

resemble a fashion show, and the blood-splattered canvas
Franko leaves in his wake is used to make unwearable or at
least unmarketable haute couture, to mummify household

objects, and to make pocket-sized souvenir paintings.
The experience of witnessing this performance was

riddled with the questions you might expect: Should
we be doing thisl Is he okl What are the ethics of par-
ticipating in this eventl I had seen photographs of his
work and expected to be shocked, anxious, and perhaps

even repulsed. In other words, I expected that this work
would provoke an emotional response-in part because
I lceow the artist, and because the experience of witness-
ing this sort of extreme body art was fairly new to me.

It seemed to take forever for Franko to complete his
walk down the aisle, and he repeated this back-and-forth
march several times. As he walked past us, I was unset-
tled by the intimacy of the piece. Franko seemed honestly
mlnerable, noble, and, somehow, very lonely. This last
thought made me desperately sad. While, to be honest, I

felt glamorous for having been invited to attend what was

a sold-out marquee event, I also felt lonely, and helpless.
As I watched, I realized that I was worried about Franko.

Franko B.
I  Miss You!,2OO2
Performance at Tate Modern,
London



Franko B.
I Miss You!, 2002
Performance at Tate Modern,
LOnOOn

Although always composed, he was, near the end, clee
straining with the effort to keep up his march. But I w
also shamefully aware of the inappropriateness of my
concern (he certainly knows what he's doing, and it isr
as though I have any claim on him, except as one frien
among many). Still, I thought, maybe Franko needs m

In retrospect, bearing witness to this demanding pe
formance was more like watching a wedding than watc
ing a fashion show. I Miss Youlis a stark enactment of I
dark fantasy about love and its allure. It is about death,
some might say, but only as the threat implied by love.

Love me or I'll die.
Love me, or you'll die.
I Miss You.
You think you know what love isl I know. It is me

bleeding, for you.
Franko's walk alone down the aisle condenses into a

performance the internal scripts we spin in our heads
at the most harrowing points in the process of falling in
love. As I watched, I hovered over what felt like a botton
less pit of emotion. It was as though I had a secret love t
hide, as if I was watching a wedding that I wasn't sup-
posed to attend.

In spite of my own jaded view on the institution of ma
riage, I always cry at weddings-perhaps exactly because
I'm jaded, I fall every time, mugged by the sentimental
force of the ritual. I feel the emotion rise up from inside
me-and I can no more stop it than I can stop myself
from feeling a breeze, or the sudden drop ofa roller coast
er. I usually take down whoever is near me-my weepy
gaze meets that of a friend, and it's over for both of us.

When Franko walked out of our view and the lights
went up, I was overcome by tears-not by gentle tears, bu
by a wave of feeling so intense it threatened to take me
over with racking sobs-the kind of crying that makes yor
shudder. It's the kind of thing that happens to me when
I watch classic "weepies," melodramas like Stella Dqllas
or Now, Voyager. And it's about the last sort of feeling I
expected to have in a museum. I managed to shake it off,
but not without giving myself away.

In the performance's wake, people milled about,
some already cranking the experience through the criti-
cal apparatus, some talking about other matters-let-
ting the performance settle. I moved toward a cluster of
people gathered around a friend and colleague but then
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heard one young woman (an academic, I think,like me)
scoff at those of us who were in tears. I stood offto the
side, embarrassed and resentful. The crowd was divided
suddenly into the weepers and the rest: which made me
wonder, Why are we instinctively suspicious of a weeping
audiencel Why are we so apologetic when we cryl What
makes us wary of even our own tears?'

COLD TEARS: CRYING FOR AN AUDIENCE

Of course, how we think about crylng in front of art
depends entirely on who is doing the crying and why. Isn't
a tear that rises to the eye overwhelmed by the mysti-
cal beauty of a Rothko painting different from the sobs
choked back by the person reminded of a recent romantic
disaster by, say, a Tracey Emin drawingl Our suspicion
of art that makes you cry is specific to those cases in
which we are moved to tears by representation and not by
direct experience (the person who weeps over Rothko is
presumably moved by direct contact with the painting's
majesty; the person who cries over an Emin drawing
is crying about what that drawing represents). This is,
generally, how our ambivalence about sentimentality
takes shape: the tears shed over the plight ofan orphaned
heroine in a nineteenth-century novel (for example) are
not "real" tears, but rather the tears ofvicarious experi-
ence. Questions about authenticity, art, and emotion have
become central to contemporary art as it increasingly
focuses on the emotional life of the museum and the
gallery and on the moody presence of the spectator.

The tears provoked by Franko's performance made me
think about the radical intimacy that sometimes attends
live art, which cannot be fully read without an account of
its appeal to its audience and the invitation to experience
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Tracey Emin
I Didn't Do Anything Wrong, 1998
Monoprint on calico with stitching
15 x 19?A in.
@ the artist. Courtesy Jay Jopling/
White Cube (London)

1 For a history of how we have un-
derstood crying (and representations
of crying), see Tom Lutz's Crying: the
Natural and Cultural History of Tears
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1999).



it as, on some level, about our investment in the artist.
The title of Franko's performance, I Miss Youl, announces
its grounding in the romance of the relationship between
the artist and his audience. I have elsewhere described
the attention to the personal interplay between artist and
audience as an "effect of intimacy"-an aesthetic strategy
that marks contemporary artinwhich the artist offers him
or her self up to the audience, and invites us to experi-
ence the work as not only autobiographical in terms of the
artist, but relational-soliciting a personal, emotional, and
narcissistic investment from the spectator (in which, for
example, I experience Franko's work as, ultimately, about
his need to be loved by me and vice versa).'The French
art critic Nicolas Bourriand describes art like this-art
that takes the relationship between art and audience as its
subject-in similar terms. In "relational aesthetics," he
writes, the artist not only "produces...relations between
people and the world," he makes those encounters the
explicit center of his work.i Art and performance of a wide
range ofaffect can be understood as sharing an invest-
ment in the audience's presence. We arrive thus not only
at work like Franko B.'s, impossible to reconstitute except
as a story or a relic documenting an encounter with the
artist, but also at work like Christian fankowski's Whar
Rernains, zoo4 (page78)-inwhich a series of people
recount their feelings after having just seen an unnamed
film-or Vanessa Beecroft's gallery "installations" of live
models instructed to avoid engaging the audience and
"look bored."

The simultaneous turn toward the relational and toward
the problem of feeling may also reflect what a range of
social theorists have described as a shift in our economy
toward "affective labor." Anyone who has worked in the
service industry and been asked to provide not only a ser-
vice but "service with a smile" might recognize their work
experience in this phrase. Michael Hardt and Antonio
Negri argue that labor that revolves around the produc-
tion of affect can be particularly alienating-for in this
case we are not merely alienated from our time (as is the
wage laborer), or from the product of our labor (as is the
factory worker), but from our very emotional selves. They
write, "when affective production becomes part of waged
labor it can be experienced as extremely alienating: I am
selling my ability to make human relationships, some-
thing extremely intimate, at the command of a client or

i ! j  i - lar i l i i l i ;  i  f j r l i i l  l r l :

2 See Jennifer Doyle, "The Effect
of Intimacy; Tracey Emin's Bad Sex
Aesthetics," in Mandy Merck, ed.,
The Aft of Tracey Emrn (New York
and London: Thames & Hudson,
2002), pp. 102-118.

3 Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational
Aesfhetlcs (Paris and London: Les
Presses du r6el,2OO2), p. 42.



boss."+ The professionalization ofaffect is especially hard
on those working at the margins of economic survival: life
is hard enough without health care, job security, affotd-
able housing and transportation, but to have to produce
the spectacle of a woman at peace with the world and her
position in it while working at the very job that fails to pay
a living wage or provide health insurance can be too much
1-Welcome to Wal-Mart!").5 Hardt and Negri argue that as
the production of immaterial goods (services, informa-
tion, knowledge, social relationships) becomes a larger
and larger part of the global economy, "affective labor"
and how good we are at it become increasingly impor-
tant to how we understand our own value in the world.

Artists who make the management of feeling and the
daily alienation of people from their emotional selves the
subject of their work often draw out the difficulty of
having feelings at all-or problematize the sincerity of the
feelings they represent. Hayley Newman s Crying Glasses

$n Aid to Melancholia), ry95, belongs to a series of
photographs and text called "Connotations-Performance
Images." These works are presented as documents of
performances but are, in fact, staged images of fictional
performances that never happened. Crying Glasses is
therefore a false image of artificial tears. In the text that
accompanies the photograph, Newman presents these
dark glasses as "a tool to enable the representation of
feelings in public spaces." They are an uncomfortable
allegory for the difficulty of "real" feeling (which the film
director Krzysztof Kieflowski called "the fright of real
tears").6 Are real tears what we actually want from an art-
ist? The photograph suggests, perhaps, that at best all the
museum or gallery can offer us is a suspicious, unreliable
record of performance-a thirdhand record of emotions.
A1l art, Newman suggests, is merely "a tool to enable the
representation of feelings in public spaces"-and not a
tool to enable feelings themselves.

Marina Abramovii's video performance The Onion,
1995 (page 74), similarly calls attention to the strange
theatricality of crying. In this piece, she holds an ordinary
unpeeled onion to the side of her face and then slowly
eats it, keeping her eyes pointed "up to the sky" (accord-
ing to her own description of the performance) while we
listen to a soundtrack of Abramovii complaining about
her life. In a low flat monotone, she recites a depress-
ing litany of grievances-none of which are that grave

Cryrng G/asses (An Aid to
Melancholia), 1995
On public transport in Hamburg,
Berlin. Rostock. London and Guildford
Black-and-white photograph and text
211/a x 18lc in.
Photo: Christina Lamb

Over a year I wore the crying glasses
while travelling on public transport
in all the cities I visited. Ihe g/asses
functioned using a pump system
which, hidden inside my jacket
allowed me to pump water up out of
the glasses and produced a trickle
of tears down my cheeks. Ihe g/asses
were conceived as a tool to enable
the representation of feelings in
public spaces. Over the months of
wearing the glasses they became an
external mechanism which enabled
the manifestation of internal and
unidentifiable emotions.

4 Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri,
Multitude (New York: Penguin, 2004),
p.111.

5 This way of thinking about work
and emotion actually grows out of
feminist writing about "women's
work": feminists have long argued
that women are caught up in the
complex web of interpersonal labor,
in which their desires are bound uo
with the needs and desires of those
they care for. See, for example, Arlie
Hochschild's The Managed Heaft:
Commercialization of Human Feeling
(1983; Berkeley: University of Califor-
nia Press, 2003)

6 Cited by Slavojiek in The Fright
of Real Tears: Krzysztof Kie1lowski
Between Theory and Post-Theory
(London: British Film Institute, 2001),
o,72,



Bas Jan Ader
I'm too sad to tell you, 1971
16 mm black-and-white f i lm, s i lent
3 minutes 21 seconds

Andy Warhol
Blow Job,1964
16 mm black-and-white f i lm, s i lent
41 minutes
@ 2005 The Andy Warhol Museum,
Pittsburgh, PA, a museum of Carn-
egie Institute. All rights reserved

or interesting: "I am tired of changing planes so often.
Waiting in the waiting rooms, bus stations, train stations,
airports." "I am tired of more career decisions, museum
and gallery openings, endless receptions, standing around
with a glass of plain water, pretending I am interested in
conversation." "I arn tired of always falling in love with
the wrong mart." This recitation (which is repeated several
times over the duration of the performance) concludes
with: "I want to understand and see clearly what is behind
all of this. I want not to want anymore." The act of eat-
ing the onion begins as a perversely masochistic variant
of using an onion to shed artificial tears-an external
provocation to cry over a life not interesting enough to cry
about. As the loop of complaint repeats itself, we watch
her struggle over her own instinct as she takes one large
bite from the onion after another. We hear her moan and
whimper as she chokes it back, skin and all (this aspect of
the performance is almost erotic). Over time she disinte-
grates before our eyes: her beautifirlly composed face col-
lapses into an awful combination of abjection and grief.

This is a difficult performance to watch, even on a vid-
eo monitor. It makes us ask, "!fhy on earth would she do
this to herself?" I know when I watch it that I both want to
turn away and want to keep watching to see if she finishes
the onion. While at first the subject of the performance
appears to be the artist's inability to feel, to care, to cry
as she gets deeper into the onion, and is more and more
overcome by the difficulty of eating it, her "upset" appears
more and more authentic. In the end, it is not the authen-
ticity of her tears that I question, but their artificiality.
Importantly, the performance anticipates and interrupts
the first question we usually ask of representations of cry-
ing-Are those tears reall Here, what begins as a perfor-
mance of artificial tears seems to morph into real tears
over the artificiality of the performance of her daily life.

Bas fan Ader's l'm too sad to tell you, rg7r, a three-
minute black-and-white film which offers a portrait of
the artist cryrng (he treated the same subject in his r97o
photograph and postcard of the same name), is more ten-
der in its approach to the artist's tears. His eyes are wet,
tears stream down his face, he tries to wipe his eyes dry
his face contorts into sobs, he holds his face in his hands,
he grimaces. As the title reminds us, we do not know why
Ader is crying. As a male artist with a particular mythol-
ogy (he disappeared while attempting to sail across the



Atlantic in execution of a performance), Ader is closer
to the eighteenth-century ideal of the gentlemanly "man
of feeling" than he is to the female melodrama cited by
-Abramovii. The portrait is an extension of his interest
in the subject of his own vulnerability (as in a series of
short films that document the artist falling over-riding
a bicycle into a canal, falling from a tree, standing and
swaying from side to side until he falls down). His
fllm, when compared with Newman's photograph or
Abramovii's performance, comes off as more purely se-
ductive-and as somehow more private--in part because
nothing in the film indicates that we must read it as "pro-
duced" for the camera. (In this sense, the still photograph
contrasts interestingly with Peter Hujar's photographic
seies Untitled (Orgosm),1969 (page 6o), and the film,
with Andy Warhol's Blow Job, t964-not only because
there is little, formally, to distinguish the image of Ader's
contorted face and those of Warhol and Hujar's portraits,
but also because these works are similarly antiphallic,
representing men as bodies of feeling, as naked insofar
as they are sensitive, and as desirable because of this.)

Even so, you have to wonder about Ader's image: Are
his tears real? Is there an onion off-screenl Is it all just
an actl Am I falling in love with the wrong kind of manl
Unless the image of the crying subject is presented to us
as documentary (as in a newspaper photograph of the
aftermath of disaster), we hesitate to accept pictures of
tears as sincere.

Ultimately, what matters is how these works provoke
us to scrutinize the image, looking for signs of sincerity.
In doing so, they court our attention and force us to draw
near. That ambiguity is the very thing that seduces us:
in our hearts we hold on to the possibility that someone
might be crying for us. ("I miss you.")

Hor rEARS: "HrsroRY rs wHAT HURTs"
People do cry in museums. Th"y cry because they are
moved by the beauty of the work; they cry because they
are overwhelmed by the sensuousness of art; they cry
sometimes because an image seems to mark off the
passage of time and becomes an emblem for losses both
past and future. fames Elkins reviews these and other
responses to paintings in his book Pictures ondTears,
zoor, in which he attempts to recover the kinds of affec-
tive experiences that seem at odds with the discipline of

Bas Jan Ader
Broken Fall, (Otganic), 197'l
Fi lm st i l l

Bas Jan Ader
Fall II, (Amsterdam), 1970
Film still



7 James Elkins, Picture and Tears:
A History of People Who Have Cried
in Front of Paintings (New York and
London: Rout ledge, 2001),  p.  92.

8 lb id. ,  p 88.

9 Fredric Jameson, The Political
Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially
Symbolic Act (1981; London:
Routledge, 2O02), p 102.

art history. Crying, he observes, is especially hindered
by the academic perspective: "The piles of information
smother our capacity to really feel. By imperceptible steps,
art history gently drains away a painting's sheer wordless
visceral force, turning it into an occasion for intellectual
debate."z This is a widely held perspective: critical thought
and historical knowledge are at odds with emotionality.

Although Elkins's aim is to undo this split by taking
these responses to art seriously, his own project never
really challenges the assumption that feeling and think-
ing are mutually exclusive (according to this model, for
example, one can think about feeling, but not do both at
the same time). Elkins, therefore, writes of the waning of
the intensity of his own feelings for paintings under the
pressure of his intellectual work as a historian. Inevitably,
"in its cumulative effect history undermines passion. It
smothers strong emotion and puts calm understanding
in its place. It puts words to experiences that are powerful
because they are felt rather than thought, and in doing so
it kills them."8

Outside the scope of Elkins's project is the importance
of the fact that sometimes it is exactly history that makes
us cry. This is to recall the Marxist critic Fredric |ameson's
statement "History is what hurts." The context of that as-
sertion is fameson's call for a revision of how we under-
stand the work of the historian. History he writes, is not
something we can know directly; it is only available to the
scholar as a combination of traces or wounds. It "can be
apprehended only through its effects, and never directly
as some reified force," it is constantly receding from us
as an "untranscendable horizon." Rather than imagine
the historian's job as filling in the gaps, he suggests that
instead we should make those gaps visible. And so he
calls for "a recontextualization of History which does not
propose the latter as some new representation or 'vision,'
some new content [the 'piles of information' at the heart
of Elkins's complaintl, but as the formal effects of what
Althusser, following Spinoza, calls an 'absent cause.'
Conceived in this sense," fameson continues, "History
is what hurts, it is what refuses desire and sets inexorable
limits to the individual as well as collective praxis, which
its ruses turn into grisly and ironic reversals of their
overt intentions."e If we can practice art history accord-
ing to this model, scholarship about art will not deaden
our feelings-and it will not dismiss those feelings as



superfluous, or as a retreat from thought. It should
instead bring them to the surface, and recognize in those
emotions the critical insight they sometimes express.

Our suspicion of the sentimental spectator prone to
w-eeping over the misfortune of others (and to making
narcissistic investments in the representations of those
rnisfortunes) is connected to these philosophical ques-
tions about history and proximif. We might say, for
example, that the farther the remove between the spec-
iator and the experience being represented, the greater
the suspicion to be directed at the spectator's tears. In
u.s. culture, the classic example of this is the literary and
.,isual representation of the suffering of people in slavery
for white audiences. Before and during the Civil War,
abolitionists struggled to find ways to move people to
action-not only to enlighten white readers and audi-
ences about the evil ofslavery but to force audiences to
emotionally connect with enslaved Africans (no small task
in an era in which the very humanity of black people was
subject to debate.) Abolitionist representations of the hor-
rors ofslavery pivot on the capacity ofthe enslaved person
to feel. Sympathy inspired by the spectacle of the feeling
body who suffers under slavery is understood to have
m.oved some readers of Uncle Toms Cabin, for example, to
protest. It was the hope of antislavery writers and activ-
L.ts like Harriet Beecher Stowe or Angelina Grimk6 Weld
rhat sensational narratives might shock audiences into
outrage. Weld thus advocated the widespread dissemina-
tion of the image of "the speechless agony of the fettered
slave."'" Weld argued that such prints and emblems,
depicting the slave as human and in pain (often chained,
on her knees, hands held up in supplicant prayer, and cap-
tioned by the question 'Am I not a Woman and a Sister?")
could override prejudice through an assault on the senses.

An assumed but crucial boundary limits the exchange
between, in this instance, the white woman spectator
or reader and the black subject ofrepresentation. The
consciousness of the suffering body in the sentimental
-{ory (e.g., the title character of Uncle Tomis Cq.bin, ashe
is beaten to death) is self,contained. This body, "othered"
in the encounter with the white reader or spectator, does
not pafticipate in the exchange as a full partner-in
other words, the story is not addressed to a black audi-
ence. In what Toni Morrison has identified as 'American
-\fricanism," the "agony" of the fettered slave must

10 Angelina Grimk6 Weld cited by
Jean Fagan Yellin in Women and
Slsters: Ihe Antlslavery Feminists in
American Culfure (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1989), p 6. For
more on this sub.iect, see Saidiya
V. Hartman, Scenes of Subjection:
Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in
N i neteenth-Century America (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1997),
and Karen Sanchez-Eppler, Touching
Libefty: Abolition, Feminism, and the
Politics of the Body (Berkeley
University of California Press, 1993).
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remain "speechless" as the background against which
white self-awareness takes its shape." Abolitionist cul-
ture, in its attempt to make people feel by representing
the suffering of others, produces an American version
of the ethical questions about art and emotion at the
center ofphilosophical debates about art and ethics: To
what degree does this work require the representation of
black sufferingl To what degree does this work reproduce
that suffering in the "real" worldl How do we prevent
such work from becoming a form of emotional tour-
ism, in which consumers are thrilled by the harrowing
adventures of Stowe's characters (for example), in which
readers may in fact feel as though they have done some-
thing "good" by reading Stowe's novel, without actually
having put themselves on the line in any meaningful wayl

To be enslaved was to become the very material against
which another person's being was defined-and u.s.
culture continues to draw from this knot in the his-
tory of the intimate relationship between whiteness and
blackness. This is the terrain explored by the artist Kara
Walker especially in her tableau of silhouetted planta-
tion dystopia. The power and scandalousness of Walker's
irnagery indicates that the difference between nineteenth-
century and contemporary culture is not as big as we
might like to think: many of ihe questions provoked by
contemporary art about emotion-especially in art that is
overtly about social and political violence-have a history
that stretches at least as far back as antebellum culture.
Walker's Insurreclion, ry97 (page no), a watercolor of a
ragged black man-child in which he at once bleeds into
the background and reaches forward from it with a flag
and a dagger, makes the past leap forward from the nine-
teenth century to the present-and furthermore reminds
us that almost no image of black American anger reads as
singular, or private-a point differently implied by Paul

Kara Walker
The End of Uncle Iom (detail), 1995
Cut paper and adhesive on wall
15 x 35 f t .

11 Toni  Morr ison,
Playing in the Dark: Whiteness
and the Literary lmagination
(New York: Vintage, 1993), pp 6 ff



Pfeiffer's Fragment of a Crucifixion (Afier Francis Bacon),
1999 (page 5g). The image of an angry black man reads
first as an emblem of collective anger, as history collecting
its debt (or as a spectacle for mass entertainment)-
this is the particular burden of minority artists, whose
emotional lives are never quite their own. Bas |an Ader's
tears are his, whether we read them as artificial or real.
The tears ofthe enslaved, on the other hand, are ours.

The questions I have been posing all revolve around
the relationship betrveen art and life-not only between
the gallery and the street, but between art and history
itself. Emily facir's Where We Come From, zoot-o3 (page
rr4), in which the artist performs favors for Palestinians
unable to visit their own country-explores exactly this
territory facir begins by asking a simple question of
Palestinians living in exile: "lf I could do sont'ething for
you, anywhere in Palestine, what would it be?" When
she uses her American passport (and its freedom of
movement) to bring back family photos to a student who
has not been allowed to go back home for three years,
or to place flowers on the grave of a man s mother, or
to 'play soccer with the first Palestinian child you meet
in Haifa," facir reminds us that art can make history
come alive-can, in fact, participate in history-making
rather than step back and away from it. One of the things
that makes facir's work so effective, and affecting, is
that it speaks to the very people whose experiences are
abstracted and erased by the headlines tracking the
routinized and violent displacement of Palestinians. She
presents her work not as "their" story but as "ours." For
the person whose story is presented by the media as a
crisis happening "somewhere else" to "other people," the
experience of stepping into a museum and having your
own history recognized can be deeply moving. (Accounts
of museum and gallery exhibitions of facir's work often
open with descriptions of people moved to tears.) This
is not to say, however, that the work is only moving for
people who share something with those at the center of
her work; it is moving in the same way that history itself
can be moving. At its best, work like this-as it tracks
the arlist's movements through checkpoints and across
borders-can make us feel history moving through us.

Paul Pfeiffer
Fragment of a Crucifixion
(After Francis Bacon), 1999
Digital video loop, DVD player
miniature projector, and
metal armature
Overal l :20x5x20in. ;
proiected image: 3 x 4 in.




